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PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to discuss an investigation of the missing

data problem in a list frame survey which has a simple stratified design.

A description of six missing data procedures is given, and problems in their
application are discussed. The main thrust of this report is a simulation

experiment with these missing data procedures. The data are from an agricultural

survey by the Statistical Reporting Service (SRS) of the United States Department

of Agriculture (USDA).

INTRODUCTI ON

In the area of survey design, the missing data problem is one of in-

creasIng concern. Non-response rates of 10% are not unusual for SRS surveys,

and there is a fear that these rates may increase.

Why worry about missing data? If there is little difference between the

missing data and the reported data in a simple stratified design, the only

consequence of missing data is the reduction in sample size. This reduction

can easily be offset by increasing the initial sample size. However, in many

cases it is probable that the missing data and the reported data are not alike.

A difference between missing and reported data leads to biases in the

survey estimates. The size of these biases depends on:

1: the magnitude of the difference between the missing and reported data

2: the percentage of nonresponse .

The causes of missing data are complex and varied, but the emphasis in

any survey should be on eliminating or minimizing the likelihood of missing

data before the survey starts. Procedures to estimate for missing data are a

stopgap measure -- they are techniques to use after the survey is over when no

other alternative is possible. Obviously, no procedure can be as good as not

having any missing data. Furthermore, when the percentage of missing data is

extremely high, there is probably no procedure that can estimate the missing
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U;Jta efficiently enoll~'h :0 make the survey h'ort)1\d: 1,.', \\'ith mouerate anu

low missing data rates, pcrl13pS some missing d:lt:l ;'1'IXl'UUres can minimize

the bias to 3 tolerable level.

The six missing data procedures discussed in this investigation arc

the double s3mpling ratio procedure, the double sampling regression procedure,

and four variations of the hot deck procedure.

disadvantages of each one are outljned.

The Double Sampling Ratio Procedure

Som' general advantages and

Often there is " :lllXiliary variable associ;lt"d I,'ith each s3mpling unit.

This auxiliary variable may be one that is used to stratify the population,

an observed variable, or any other additional vari Ji:lp that can be obtained

for the whole sample. T'lere should also be a reas.mable correlation between

the primary variable (th.' variable of interest) zm.! the auxiliary variable.

In a missing data ,'\ 'ntext the fi rst samp Ie is the sel ected sample,

including missing and ['c"Jorted data. The second sdTIlple is only the reported

data. The ratio esUmot"r and its approximate v,lri;'l1c'e for a simple random

sample (1, pg. 340) are:

(I)

(11)

I'
YRatio = ,~,

"

VAR(\'R '.). \a t I .J

x'

n'

X T average of "]l' ;'llxiliary v:lridhlc O\T~ tho

\'

! . "': ['1 the S:ilIipll.' tiut

x

reported d;J~

, !. ' h Iiu 1c pup ul at ~or i

Y the average )T ,lie prImary variable I)\'l'! 'hi \\'ilDlc population



In each stratum.

y
R

X

S2 the variance of the auxiliary variablex

52 the variance of the primary variabley

p the correlation between x and y

n' size of the entire sample

n size of the sample that reported data

N size of the population

(Note that the variance was mUltiplied by the finite population correction

factor) .

Although the double sampling ratio estimator is almost always a biased

estimator, it IS easy to compute even for complex samples. In this report

the design is a simple stratified sample so the above formulas are applied
2 ')Usually 5 , 5~, p, and R are unknown, hut their corresponding
y x

sample estimates can be substituted into the previous two equations (I and II).

As Cochran points out (1, pg. 341), the resulting estimate of variance IS not

unbiased but appears to be a good approximation.

This ratio estimato~ makes two assumptions;

1. the initial sample is a random sample

2. the missing data comprise a pandom subsample of the initial sample.

This second assumption is probably violated in most surveys; to what degree

it IS violated depends of course, on the particular situation. One hopes

that the ratio estimate and its variance are fairly insensitive to a viola-

tion of the second assumption.

In essence the ratio estimator is a linear regression estimator with the

intercept assumed to be zero. If the population does not follow the assump-

tion of a linear model, then the ratio estimator (or any regression estimator)

becomes a biased estimator. Researchers rarely accept the linear population
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model as completl'ly rl'~i!].;tlc, hut appruximate ;111;11\' ~~i! n'sults and empln-

cal studies sho~ the bi,IS is usually small (3, PL> .:':;·~S; 8, pg. 208-209; 9).

One should rememher t ha t in a strat i fi ed des i )~ll t here a 1 so exi sts a
y

X
equal in all strata and the sample SlZe IS small in (';tch stratum. For the

combined ratio estimator. This estimator is used hhl'll the ratio R IS

data in this study the Idea that the ratios In all strata are equal is believed

to be false. Thus, a separate ratio estimator is lls.-c1 in each stratum, How-

ever, the separate rat io estimator has an inherent dallger of accumulating a

serious bias across all strata. This accumulation IS more likely to be serious

when the stratum biases 3re 1n the same direction [1, pg. 168-173).

The Double Sampling ReE2~ssion Procedure

The double samplinf: J'·.-gression procedure is al",,, :jllite commonly used.

Like the ratio procedure one has an auxiliary variahl,' in addition to the primary

variable. The formul3s arc (1, pg. 336-339):

(III) v. Reg y + b (x' - x)

(IV)
7

P 2 )
1

Vi\l~ ( \ )
S- O - ~,- S ~

Rc~ y
+ .- ._)

n 11'

h'e will estimate VAR (v I h'ith:
. Reg

val'

.,
!';-y.x
--- +

n

sy
- s

)~'.~
n'

Adjustino val' (v ) 11\' :J
- Reg

one ohtains:

LV)

x'

ini'c population corr('·:1.I:>1

n', n, t\ are the ';,1,1'

factor of 1 _ nN'

g.. <;

.._-L~
» '

"

I, fIll' 1.he ratio cst imator

n
.' x.
Fl i

T1
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n
. L IY·1= 1

Y n
n

. L (y. - y) (X. - X)
b 1=1 1 1

n ..,
.Ll (X . - xy-
1= 1
n - 2

2 . L
I (y. - y)1= 1

S
Y n - 1

1 n - 2 .., n
"X) 2]s2

n-2 [ih (y. - y) - b"" ih (x. -y.x 1 1

As noted for the ratio estimator, the assumption of a linear population

model may be false. The estimators may then be biased, but one empirical study

(3, pg. 22-25) lends support to the conjecture that these biases are small.

Also, in the stratified data of this study a separate regression estimator

is used as opposed to a combined regression estimator. Therefore, one again

has the danger of accumulating a large bias across all strata, especially

when each stratum bias is in the same direction (1, pg. 200-202).

Hot Deck Procedure -- Random Substitution

The hot deck is probably the most common missing data procedure in use

at the present time, especially in complex surveys. The Bureau of the

Census, the Statistical Reporting Service, Statistics Canada, and many other

agencies currently employ this missing data procedure. In spite of this

wide use little testing or theoretical analysis on the impact of the hot

deck procedure has been published (9). This situation is re~lly not too

surprising because although the hot deck procedure IS intuitively satisfying

and extremely flexible, its flexibility and lack of a strong theoretical

development deter anything but broad generalizations of its effects.

A basic outline of the hot deck procedure is:

1: Separate the sample into I classes based on k variables.

2: If an item is missing in a certain class, then randomly select a

reported item from the same class.
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3: Substitute thL' <;,']e~-ted item for the mISS];I', Item.

4: Compute samp],· (·qimates as if there are Iitl mlssln~; values.

One consequence of t1• ] s procedurei s that t hl' l" t I 111a ted v:ni anees of the

sample mean tend to be hia"ed below their actual vallll";. This tendency is

stronger when the missilll: ~;ata and reported data :1]'[' different in distribution.

Step 4 above allows one tt\ use a sample si::e that il1Cllldcs the number of

missing values. Thus, th.' loss of information due tc' Illissing data is not

reflected in the sampl illl', errors. For exampl e, S11[':",''''1 , t\,'O surveys cover the

same population and ha'" 'lit same sample size.

30°" missing data, and thv "ther survey has no missiTl)' ,1:lta, After applying

the hot deck procedure, 1)" errors of the estimCltes "r these two surveys \\'Ould

probably he ahout equal I vcn in the case, whl'rc 1h, ]SSlng and reported

1.S missinp.

One should also no",' that the sampZe elenienl,: '-'00 IV lcnpcY' indcpender;t.

The hot deck procl'dure 'c, ,ssentially a duplicatinl: :>J:),'CSS with reported values

substituting for missin~' valucs. The covariancl' th:;l'vSlllts from this duplica-

tion is ignored in the' h0t deck procedure,

serIOUS error.

Ignori Ill; t 1.is covari nace can he a

adaptable method. The' [j,i"';fication variable'; I;;j\ 1

Probahly the grea~ 1

simplicity. The Cl:1S~. i

<Ittraction of the hot dc,;

, " t ion 0 f the cIa t a i t C' ,)Ie, i! ' ,

['[[('ed\lre is its 9~'ation:~1_

classes ]S an extremely

.]',lin:ll, ordinal) l'atc-

gorical, ete. ti:l ",,'1101ecLls<;ificatioli Iik't; !,: 1l1:1\' vary from the suhiec-

11!~()rO\ls. J n add it j ,[1, c'(lmp1ex sllrvey" \,,'i ]] llot 11 ~L

the hot deck procedure' k', . \Jse of the ]'1'('ssur(' tel'''' '1'1 t he planned samp] c

design (eg. self-I"lei!:ll'- .:1' deSIgns, sllrvey desi','I':', li'-II:!: h:I]:mced repeated

replications, etc.).
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The looseness of the classification method has tended also to obstruct

theoretical evaluations of the hot deck procedure and thus to impede any

theoretical comparisons between it and other missing data procedures, Some

general theory of the way the hot deck procedure reduces the bias due to

m1ss1ng data is in the Appendix A.

Hot Deck Procedure -- "Closest" Substitution

One possible alternative to the random substitution of the hot deck

procedure is to substitute the "closest" reported item for each of the missing

items. With one auxiliary variable, the "closest" value to a missing item 1S

simply the value for which the absolute difference between the auxiliary

variable of the missing item and the auxiliary variable of the reported item

is minimized. In the case of the ties £or the "closest" auxiliary value a

random selection of one of the tied values is made.

This procedure should have the same effect as assigning the population to

many strata and selecting a few units from each stratum (since the stratifica-

tion 1S based on the auxiliary variable). Thus, suppositions that the hot

deck method 1mproves with more narrowly defined strata can be examined with

the results of the "clos~st" procedure.

Given a good range coverage, this procedure is fairly robust to very

curved relationships between the auxiliary and primary variables. The data

in this investigation is not curved enough to reveal this robust property of

the "closest" procedure.

Hot Deck Procedure -- "Two Closest" Substitution

This procedure is another variation of the hot deck procedure. Instead

of substituting the "closest" reported item for each missing item, one substi-

tutes the average of the "closest" value whose auxiliary value is smaller than

the reported item and the "closest" value whose value is larger than the

reported item.
7



!lot [leek Procedure -- "( 1a<;s" ~,lcan Suhstj tut ion
~ n

This last variat ion of the hot deck proceduJ't, <;11l><;titute<; the average of

the reported units in a L'laS5 for each missin): unit in that class .• It is the

~implest of the procl'dures presented in this paper.

THE SIMULATION EXPEln ~!I:\T

Why Lise Simulation?

The need for simulal on In this investigation I'. to compare the estimated

variances of the e<;ti~JteJ mean<;, Possibly one mi!~ht he ahle to compare how

difference<; 1n the mi<;<;ini: and reported data thl'Oretll'ally affect the estimated

means USing these SiX JII)~·]I1/. data procedures. lli)h'l v '1', the problem of analyti-

cally compar1ng the e<;til'I:~ted vananccs of the e<;til":ltl'd means i<; unreason;1ble.

The fact that some as ',II;II)'t ions fail in each prOlt'dllJ't' complic;Ites the analytical

\,ork.

For example, one '~I\ll[;ld reGIlI the estimated !nl':n of the hot deck proce-

dure, XIW. Assuming th'.'n arc differences in th(' rnJ'~:Jng and reported data,

one C;In not explicith' write the expected valul' of till' estimated variance of

In f,let, it IS not known jf 11\;11 l\lllll] = Val' (xIlO), and

the author strongly dl'lihtc; that it docs. lIo\\'l'v(')', th,~ paper will provide no

evidence to support th<lt ';llpposition becau~ the -;tLlL'ture of the simulation

---

of this experiment dol''' litlt allow an cst imate of \':11' i '\lj[) I hut d:.:>cs allow an

cstimatc of f. [Val' (xJlll) I· If E[Var (xI!O)] f Val' ix-Illii. thell there is quite a

Io.'eakness In the hot ded j1rL1cedure. The cost-; of:1 '';lfllulation experiment

providing this type of l\'iJcnce would be much grL'atl'l" than the simulation

actually used. This invesl igation contents itself with comparing the estimated

varIance of the estimaL'd l'lean for each procedun' wi 1)1 the estimated variance

8



if the sample had no missing data. These comparisons will serve the purpose

of revealing certain key qualities of each procedure,

As noted before the double sampling ratio and regressIon procedures also

have variance estimates that involve assumptions and ap?roximations that may be

tenuous. For example, the assumption of a linear model is usually invalid in

the regression and ratio procedures, and the ratio procedure simply uses substi-

tution as an approximation to variance estimation. On the basis of two important

studies (3;8) and practical experience one does not expect these biases in the

variance estimates to be substantial for large samples. llowever, the comparisons

among the procedures may be sensitive enough that these biases would be large

enough to affect the comparisons.

Analysis

The prImary puint In the comparison of these procedures will be the mIn-

imization of the biases caused by missing data in the estimated means. Sec-

ondary importance is gIven to the comparisons of the estimated variances of

the estimated means. Details of the experimental design used in this study are

In the Appendix B.

The data in this simulation are from a simple stratified design, i.e. the

sample within each stratum is a simple random sample independent of the samples

in other strata. An auxiliary variable is used to assign the population to

nine strata from which the initial samples are selected. The sample sizes are

shown in Table 1. One should note that Strata 1 and 2 both have a value of

zero in the auxiliary variable and are separated on the basis of a second

nominal variable.

Tahle 1 shows the correlations hetween the auxiliary vilriable and

the primary variable. As one can see, the correlations in the first two strata

are zero, by virtue of the fact that the auxiliary variable only has one value,

zero, in these two strata.

tially zero.

Furthermore, the correlation in stratum 9 is essen-

9



One may think th;!t hlth larger correlati()ll~, he'\\I.'cl1 the prImary and

auxiliary variahle the l',;timates from the regressioll procedure would Improve

dramatically compared to 1he other procedures, Hm,t\'l'r, the data in this study

prevent evidence for or against this hypothesis. Surely, larger correlations

would improve estimate" n'sulting from all the prou·dllres. Whether this im-

provement is equal for al I the procedures is th(' question which can not be

answered in this report.

Tahle 1 : Stratificlt inTI
experimen t .

Auxiliary
Stratum Variable

1 0

2 0

3 1-199

4 200-349

5 350-599

6 600-999

7 1000-1999

8 2000-4999

9 5000+

and sample sizes of the d~ltl used in the simulation

Correlation Between
,\uxi liary and Prim- Pop'll a t ion
_ary vari abIes SIze Sample Size

------~

0.00 .:() , :)(,() 257

0.00 :'('. :lei."" 184

O. 3S ..'S,bIS 238

0.27 ](,,:;(,c) 206

0.22 ] :) . (,00 7-7~j~

0.32 (,..)(,Ii 180

[).2() ~,27S 106

0.43 448 98

0.03 3S 21

For the hot deck classi fication each stratum was divided into four classes

of approximately the SalTll' span in the auxiliary variahle, For example, Stratum

3 has sampling units WIth the value of the auxiliary \~Hiahle ranging from 1-199.

Thus, the four hot deck C !;Jsses for Stratum 1 allol.-; till' auxiliary variable to

range from 1-49, SO-9~), ]00-149, and 150-199. Strata 1-\ and 9 have three and

two classes respectively hecause one does not wish to make the number of sample

units in a certain cla'.s vcry small Sll1Ce the compute', program may simulate all

the units In a class a'; missing.
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Results

From the analysis of variance (see Appendix B), the SIX missing data

procedures do not yield significantly different estimates of the mean. The

test statistic:

F
MST

~lSTxPlots [Within AxB]
.929

1,023 0.91

has 5 and 855 degrees of freedom, and the significance of the stati3tiLs IS

a little over 50%.

One should note that Tukey's multiple comparison test could locate

differences of 0.3% between any two of the estimated means of the six proce-

dures, and that is certainly accurate enough for this practical survey applica-

tion.

The average improvement in the estimated mean using any of the six missing

data procedures is shown in Table 2. The mIssIng data procedures are compared

for different levels of bias (B), caused by uSIng only the reported data to

estimate the mean of the population. Using only the reported data is in fact,

the current SRS procedure. Missing reports are omitted, and the expansion

factors are simply adjusted. Table 3 displays the percentage reduction in

bias from USIng any of the SIX missing data procedures. Since there is no

significant difference In the estimated means, average improvements over the

SIX procedures are shown in Table 3 for the six cases where there is a bias in

the reported rlata.
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Table 2: The difference between the estimated means from a simulation of the missing data and 9~.889,
the estimated mean if the sample has no missing data

I
Estimated ~leans Minus 94,889

Double Double Hot Deck Procedures
Bias* Sampling Sampling

IRatio Regression Random "Two "Class"

I
Procedure Procedure Substitution "Closest" Closest" I :-'lcan

1·-·
I

:l.0 ( r n r.lis:-;ingitem 5 ) -(I, (10(1 - c\ n87 -O. 163 (}. ~::; 1 O. 1~0 - :I . 10~1\..,") .1

0.0 (100
" missing items) -0.474 -0.469 -0.131 0.075 -0.053 -0.60~

0.0 (209
" missing items) 0.382 0.379 0.788 0.931 0.754 0.008

-1.9 -1.364 -1.354 -1.405 -1.378 -1.446 -1.445
•..... -2.9 -2.637 -2.626 -2.482 -2.839 -2.682 -2.72f>N

-4.0 -3.374 -3,495 -3.793 -3.744 -3.750 -3.653
-6.2 -5.3:: -5.335 -5,504 -S.719 -5.652 -5.·tS2
-9.(1 - -::"-:;,,I - -: .. -:;47 -7,h(18 ~.S87 -S.03':: - -; . h 1 \)-.

i I I
I -14.0 -11.205 I -11.174 -11.412 -11.124 -11.300 -11.418

Average Over All
-3.502 -3.501 -3.523 -3.493 -3.554 -3.682Levels of Bias

I J
*These levels of bias are determined by the percentage of missing items and the difference in the means of
of the reported data and the missing data. For example, a bias level of -1.9 is due to 5~ of the data
missing and to a difference of -35 between averages of the reported and missing data. Appendix B contains
further details.



Table 3: Average improvement in the estimated mean from the simulation of
six missing data procedures

B= Bias
(Mean of the reported data
minus the true sample mean)

-1. 9

-2.9
-4.0
-6.2
-9.0

-14.0

A=Average estimated mean
of the six missing data
procedures minus the true
sample mean

-1,40
-2.66
-3.63

-5,51
-7,65

-11.27

B-A
. 1000

0B

26%
8%
90

0

11%
15%
20

0

"

Since there is no significant difference in the estimated means among

the six procedures, the focus of interest becomes th~ estimated variances of

the estimated means. The analysis of variance for the six missing data pro-

cedures with the estimated variance as the dependent variable is shown in

Appendix B. Obviously, there is a significant difference among the estimated

variances because the test statistic 1S so large:

MST
MSTxPlots [Within AxB]

162,245
0,391 414.95

Performing Duncan's multiple comparison test at a 95% significance level

on the estimated variances separates the procedures into the following groups:

double sampling ratio procedure

double sampling regression procedure

hot deck procedure with random substitution

"closest" procedure

"two closest" procedure

"class" mean procedure.
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Perhaps it 1S mor,_' r"\'L'aling to examlne the l'St ~nl'lted varIances at each

of the n1ne levels of "1:1, used in simulation, Tabl,' r, ~;h[)w~ the estimated

variance using each prl)~'cdurl' m1nus 9.685, the ec( 1111:IL'dvar1ance if the sample

has no mlsslng data.

The usual criteri'1JI ((11' judging the variarll'cs ,,( tIlt' estimated means

resulting from the mis'.;i11i' data procedures 1S that trl' ',mallest varIance IS

the best. However, a p,,\,'tdurc may result In a smal] I,,·;timated varIance simply

because of a large neg;l~ in bias. By comparing th(' t'~" imated variances resulting

from the procedures wi,h 'Il' estimated variance i r th' ~<llIlple has no missing

clatrt, one can judge if th,'IC arc any large negativ(' \'11';("; in the estimated

varlances. For example if the estimated varianc(' reslllting from a missing

data procedure is 7.20, thl'n obviously there is a Lirt::l' negative hias in

estimating the varlance since the estimated vari:U1U' 1\1' thl' sample has no

missing data is 9,685,

One first notices th:lt in Table 5, as in all th,,' results, there is

little difference bet\'('tll the estimated vari<lT1cl'S fl']' "t'i~ression and ratio

estimates (procedures 1 and 2). One then notes that iT! the first three

cases there i~ ::ero bias. :lnd the hot deck esbrnator (,Ith random substitution

(procedure 3) yields varian~cs close to 9.685. 'rho r:l1io and regression pro-

ccdures have larger di rferL'nces because they depend 0'] the weak correlati ons

of the primary and auxili:lr,' variable, The "closest" ],rocedure, the "t\W

closest" procedure, and tl.l' "l'lass" mean procedure 14. ',;Ind 6) have negative

values. The negat i ve va 1 Ul'S i'ndicate that theil' even

14



Table 4: The difference between the estimated variance of the estimated mean resulting from a simulation
of the missing data and 9.685, the estimated variance of the estimated mean if the sample has
no missing data.

•....
U1

Estimated Variance of the Estimated r-Ieant'olinus9.68S

B"'Bias Double Double Hot Deck Procedures
Sampling Sampling
Ratio Regression Random "Two "Class
Procedure Procedure Substitution "Closest" Closest" ~Iean

0.0 (5% missing items) 0.556 0.556 0.126 -0.024 -0.045 -0.528
0.0 (10% missing items) 0.885 0.883 0.055 -0.701 -0.295 -1.238

0.0 (20% missing items) 2.478 2.478 0.580 -0.785 -0.415 -1.971
-1.9 0.263 0.263 -0.095 -0.416 -0.454 -0.781

-2.9 -0.223 -0.224 -0.654 -0.970 -0.906 -1.204

-4.0 0.355 0.353 -0.884 -0.973 -1.094 -1.685

-6.2 0.096 0.094 -0.950 -1.277 -1.385 -1.872

-9.0 1.087 1.084 -1.205 -1.434 -1.700 -2.928

-14.0 -0.086 -0.090 -1.928 -2.579 -2.750 -3.571

Average Over All
Levels of Bias 0.60] 0.600 -0.551 -1.018 -1.005 -1.753
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Figure 1: Graph of the estimated variance of the estimated mean of the six

missing data procedures minus 9.685 the ('stimated variance of

the estimated mean if the sample had no missing items.
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CONC LUS IONS

This investigation offers a comparison of SIX mIssIng data procedures

as applied to a specific data set taken from a SRS list frame survey. This

data set is from a simple stratified sample with a large sample size In each

stratum.

1:

').

3:

The following procedures are applied to this data set:

the double sampling ratio procedure

the douhle sampling regressIon procedure

a hot deck procedure in which a randomly selected reported item

was substituted for each missing item

4: the "closest" procedure in \"hich the closest reported itern was

substituted for each missing item

5: the "two closest" procedure in which the average of the two closest

reported items was substituted for each missing item

6: the "class" mean procedure in which the "class" mean was substituted

for each missing item.

The most important aspect in comparIng these missing data procedures is

to protect against biases in the estimated means (or totals). An analYSIS

of variance shows no significant differences among the estimated means which

resul t in us inr: these procedures. A II the procedures reduce the y'elative bias

that y'esuZts From accerting the; mean of the repor'ted data as an estimate of

the population mean. This relative bias is a result of the non-response rate

and a difference in the variable of interest (e.g. total hogs, total hogs,

total cattle) between the respondents and non-respondents. The reduction in

relative bias averages 15% and varies from 8% to 26%. Considering the low

correlations between the auxiliary and primary variables, this reduction is

reasonable. Much larger reductions in bias could be obtained if'a variable

could be found with a high correlation with the variable of interest and if

that variable could easily be obtained for the entire sample. Of course,

17



sample. Of course, there I:'; a great deal of rOOf] lu r j ~Iprovement over the

IS"0 reduction, and later r,~search should examine othl'j" procedures (including

multivariate ones) to evaluate their efficiency,

An important, thou~h :;econdary, concern is the t·"t imated varIances of

the estimated means. All uf these estimated variances except those from the

ratio and regreSSIon PI' )"'.'dures are underestimates ,)+' the true variances he-

cause they are general 1\' ll'SS than the estimated varJance that result with

no mIsSIng data in the ;arIJ11e. Furthermore, the degrl'~ of underestimation

increases as the relat i ':(' hias increases. This [':1rt or' the investigation

clearly reveals why all ,d' the hot deck procedure:, Irzil'ldom, "closest", "t .•,o

closest", and "class" Tnt'an substitution) may be undcc;ireahle. It does not

seem reasonable to use ont' of the hot deck procedure- when it does not reduce

the bias of the estim.1tl'd nean any more than the rat i,) or regression procedure,

and yet the variance of the Tnean is greatly underest imzjted . Probably there. ,

IS an underestimation uf \ariance in the ratio and 1'C'g:~l'ssion procedure, but

these resul ts show that it is not nearly as large as i Tl the hot deck procedures.

The final result of this investigation IS a recomncndation of the ratio

or regression procedurc-, [t he effects of these two pT'i)','edures heing i ndisb n-

guishable), These two rrocedures have been morc the-urv! ically explored than the

other procedures. The l'st ima.ted variances of the c--;t imzjted means from the ratio

or regression procedun" rc fleet better than thf' other procedures the true

,IIIa.1 i t Y 0 f the J:1t a ,

IS

l"'H, cdurc C:1n he eas i 1\'
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AI'I'ENll] X II

The hot dech dOl'" ha'le some simple qualitic<-; to recommend it. For

example, let L(x -)J "Ii he the bias associated hit!: nunresponse when

estimating the popuLlt l(ITl mean, p, with the mean "it simple random sample.

To estimate )J using 1lte hot deck procedure one divides the sample data into

I classes. Let [(x.
1

I he the bias in class 1, 1,2, ... , I. *Ir p.
1

is the proportion of thl' population tTl class i, thcn the bias B~W' associated

with the estimated mean, xllD' of the sample d:lta after applying the hot deck

procedure is simply'

To prove th is equat i 011 "nl' notes:

where n. IS the number' (Jf sample units that fell in l'lass i, Tl IS the total
1

sample Sl:e, p. =
1

n.
I

n ' :md x.
1

15 the sample average fliT class I, The expected

value inside the bracl"; IS over fixed n., and the (")leC1eo value outside the
1

hraces IS then over all jl(lssihle values of n .. ()jo \' i "11', 1 Y ,
1

E''i['{i ;1 II
F. «i1p. ,I,]

E G..:.l
p.

I ]' I n. 1 = 1
1

I *
. LIP. E ex . )1= 1 1

Since B}1[) E (xH[)) - p, then

1
*• L I p. E (x. ) - )J1= 1 1

*" p. L(x. )J .Ji ~1 1 I I'

I
*. I: 1 p. B,

1= 1 I
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In spite of the fact that X. and n. are not independent, they arc uncorrelated.
1 1

Now, if I B. I < I B I, for each i then:
1

I
*

I
*

I
*(I) I BrIO I li~l p. B·I < .Ll p. I B·I < .Ll p. 1 BI I BI·

1 1 1= 1 1 1= 1

Thus, one can see that the bias using the hot deck procedure is less than the

bias caused by omission of missing data on the condition that lB. I < IBI for
1

each i. This condition should hold'in most cases, but there is no guarantee

because it is a function of the quality of the classification method. A good

classification method should decrease the absolute value of the bias below

IBI in each of the I classes. However, the hot deck procedure allows any

classification. The goodness of the classification process is left to the

integrity of the statistician.
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APPENDIX B

An important asped 'Jf this study is the f,ICt that the comparIsons arc

based on an expcrimcnL;Z jcsign where each Ob8Cl>VUt,', n is the j>esul.t of a

simul.ation of a ~)roeeJ,<r', This situation is 411itc different from a simuIa-

tion study where there may be a thousand or more simulations in order to

narrow the confidence interval of an estimate al)]]e>s! to a point. Because of

constraints on money, there are only a total of ISI) simulations on each

procedure. The design of the experiment partly compensates for the resulting

loss of accuracy. In fact, the experimental design prcserves enough accuracy

to distinguish reaso~1~7:i between different procedures.

The experimental deSign of this study is;1 split plot design with two

block effects between the plots and one treatmellt effect within each plot.

The two block effects and their levels are:

A: the fixed eff'ct of the percentage of mIs';'ni~ items [3 levels]

al 5 a" mISSIng items

a-, 100
0 mlS 5 Int~ items

a_ 20Qo mISSing items.~
B: the fixed effe,,'t of the difference betwecn the total population

mean and the mean of the missing items [3 levels]

bl ].J - ].J2 ()

b2 ].J ].J2 ,35

b_ ].J - ].J')
c •

. ~).)

.)

where ].J is the popul,H' ,lj' mean and ].J') IS the moan [," 'Il(' sample units that

would be mISSIng.

The treatment ef='{',:t and its levels arc:

T: the fixed effc,,'t of a procedure on the cst imate of the mean [6 levels]

tl double samp! ing ratio procedure

t2 double ~,alTlpling regressIon procedure
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t3 hot deck procedure (random substitution)

t4 "closest" procedure

ts "two closest" procedure

t6 "class" mean procedure.

Finally, a plot is one computer simulation of the missing items. Each

simulation consists of randomly deleting items from each stratum of a simple

stratified sample. Each procedure is then applied to the remaining items.

There are n ~ 20 plots for each level of Ax B. A plot then has six observa-

tions made on it -- an observation being an estimate using a certain procedure.

The two block effects, A and B, are functionally related in terms of thp

bias, E, associated with estimating the mean with only the reported items. In

the case of a simple random sample where:

p the percentage of the population that does not have missing data

q the percentage of the population that has missing data,

one knows:

where, ~l = the mean of the reported items. Thus,

E = ~l - ~ = t (~- ~2)' where p f o.
Under the different level combinations of the block effect the biases and the

E
~

Table 5: The bias, E, and relative bias, HE, caused by not e~timating the
missing data items in a simple random sample

relative biases, HE are exhibited in Table 5.

Level of A x B E=Bias

(a1,bl) 0.0

(a2'bl) 0.0

(a3'bl) 0.0

(at ' b~ -1. 9

(a2,b2) -4.0
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HE=Relative Bias

0.0%

0.0°0

0.0%

- 2. 0°6

-4.2"6



(a3, h2) -Y. (I - 4 . 20
0

(al,b_l -2.9 - 3. 1°0.~
(a'),b_) -6.2 -().5~0~ .)

(a3,b3) -14.0 -14.890

One can see in Table :; that there is a good range in the degree of the

bias. Although this study llses a simple stratified "ample, rather than a

simple random sample, the bi ases in Table 6 apply bl'l'allse it is assumed that

the percentage of missing items is the same from str~!tW:l to stratum. In other

\>lords, in a stratified design:

All strata q.
1

p.
1

p. (Ill
1 ,

1

'1 l - 11 )P III 2

because Pi = P and thus qi

population In stratum i).

q for each i (p.
1

the T'T:Jportion of the total

The model for the:;pL:t plot design of this study IS (adapted from 7, pg.

284) :

v. i I kit
11 + a ' + B . + ([ll~I"

1 J 1 J

+ Tk + (aT)ik + ( r~I~,'rI, i j k

iI, 2, 3

J 1, 2, 3

k 1, 2, ... , 6

+ TTf(. ')k1J "m
+

E (i i k ) m

m = 1, ... , 20

al the effect of the ith level of A

B. the effect of the jth level of B
J

(as) .. the effect of the interact i on of the ith 1eve 1 of A and jth level1J

of B
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'1T(ij)m the error between plots within each level of A x B

£(ijk)m :: the error between observations within each plot

Tk :: the effect of the kth level of T

(oT)ik :: the effect of the interaction of the ith level of A and kth level

of T

(BT)jk :: the effect of the interaction of the jth levle of B and the kth

level of T

(oBT)"k1]

TTT(ijk)m

the effect of the interaction of the ith level of A, jth level of B,

and the kth level of T

the effect of the interaction of the kth level of T and the mth plot

within each level of Ax B

andE("k) '\.N(O,a2).
1] m £

Then Table 6 (derived from 6, page 287 and 293) exhibits the appropriate analysis

of variance table given that a = 3, b = 3, t ::6, and n ::20.

(Sums of squares and mean square formulas can be found in 7, page 285-286).

Table 6: Analysis of variance table for a split plot desing with two factors,
A and B, between the plots and one factor, T, within each plot.

Source of Variation Degrees of Freedom

Between Plots nab -1 179

A a-I 2

B b-l ~

A x B (a-I) (b-l) = 4

Between Plots [Within A x BJ ab(n-I) :: 171

Within plots nab (t-I) = 900

T t-l = 5

T x A (t-l) (a-I) 10

T x B (t-l) (b-l) 10

T x A x B (t-l) (a-I) (b-l) :: 20
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T x Plots [Within A x BJ ab(n-l) (t-l) '" 855

Total

The test of interest conl:erns:

nabt - 1 1079

II: no difference In the effect of the procedures
o

II : " difference in the effect of the procedures.
;[

Therefore, the test stat i ~tic is:

Mean SquarcTI' - ~~---------- -------
t-lean Square'l' [ ]x Plots With j 1 A x B .

F follows an F-distrihllt i (on with 5 and 855 degrees of freedom.

The analyses of v3rimce "'ith the estimated JIle;[! as the dependent

variable and the estimated variance of the est imatl',l me,w as the· dependent

variable are in Tahles 7 and 8 respectively,

Table 7: Analysis of variance on six missing data procedures in which the
dependent variable is the estimated mean.

Source Degrees of Freedom t-.1ean Square

Between Plots 179 93.055
A 2 2087.368
B 2 4005.478
AxB 4 721.686
Between Plots Within AxB 171 9.266

\\lithin Plot 900 1.014
T 5 0.929
TxA 10 0.157
TxB 10 2.321
TxAxB 20 0.451
TxPlots [Within AxB] 855 1.023

Total 1079
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Table 8: Analysis of variance of the estimated variance of the estimated
mean from the simulation of the six missing data procedure.

Source

Between Plots
A
B
AxB
Between Plots [Within AxB]

Degrees of Freedom

179
2
2
4

171

Mean SCjuare

8.452
22.745

147.775
21.126
6.359

Within Plot 900 1.545
T 5 162.245
TxA 10 22 ,739
TxB 10 0,888
TxAxB 20 0.415
TxPlots [Within AxB] 8SS 0,391

Total 1079 2.691
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